International Kyokushin Summercamp
2019
(Open to every Association)
19. - 21.07.19
Instructor Sensei Terry Birkett
Organizer:
Karate Department of TSV Großmehring 1921 e.V. (Dragon Dojo Großmehring), Member of
the German Union Kyokushin Union (IKOKU)
Contact:
Markus Dietrich
Akeleistrasse 18
85098 Großmehring/Germany
Call: + 491752426502
Email: info@kyokushin-karate-grossmehring.de
Date:
Beginning
Friday 19.07.19
Arrival from 4 p.m.
End
Sunday 21.07.19
About 2 p.m.
Location: Großmehring school, Mozartstrasse 13a, 85098 Großmehring/Germany
Liability:
Participation is voluntary. For the duration of arrivals and departures, as well as during The
organiser assumes no liability for the duration of the event. The participants confirm it with
their registration, participants confirm the Disclaimer Parents detention for their children.
Cost:
Cost per participant
80€ Accommodation in the gym
140€ Accommodation in a guesthouse (double/3 bed room)
160€ If you are staying in a guesthouse in a single room
Participation costs are including breakfast, lunch and dinner.
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Reporting deadline:
Sunday, 02.06.2018 to Email:
info@kyokushin-karate-grossmehring.de
General:
It will be an international Kyokushin Summer camp for Kyokushin Karatekas, open to all
associations and Dojo Offered. The training camp includes all spectra of the Kyokushin
Karate by Sosai Mas. Oyama. The training sessions are provided by Sensei Terry Birkett and
directed and will contain Kihon, Kata, Kumite and Self-Defense.

Conditions:
Any karateka and dojo that can participate in the registration up to the Reporting deadline
and paid the appropriate fees.
Attention, the participating Dojo/Clubs are themselves responsible for supervising their
participating minors. Likewise for the appropriate consent of the parents.

Equipment:
1-2 karate Gi's With Obi, Karate-Pass with visual stamp, personal protective equipment,
Casual wear
Running clothes with running shoes,
If rain clothing with jeans for changing,
Underwear, T-Shirt ' s 'Socks
Washing equipment with hand or bath towel,

The people who turn to Camp Registration, agree that the personal data mentioned in the application or other data may be stored,
processed and used by machine and that it may be published in the list of participants and results on the Internet and in newspapers. The
personal data provided in the course of this event will not be passed on to third parties (except at value tournaments to draw up rankings
of the trade associations). In this context, we would like to point out that the consent given here can only be revoked in writing with effect
for the future. The Participant also agrees that the photographs, films and interviews he took in connection with the event may be used
without any remuneration claims from the participant.
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